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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF THE TERM USED

For many years most educators failed to see the

need for guidance, or at 'least failed to comprehend its

importance. While generally thought of as something akin

to recent times, recognition of the n~ed of guidance goes

back many centuries. Cicero, in his essay "On Duties ft

(Book I, Chapters 32-33) in the first century B.C., states

that "We must decide what manner of men we wish to be and

what calling in life we would follow; and this is the most

difficult problem in the worldU• l

, , ,

I. ' THE 'PROBLEM'

Sta.tement of ~ problem. It was the purpose of
\

this stUdy (1) to show present day patterns of American

ma.king gUidance necessary; (2) to disclose factors

creating necessity for greater stress on gUidance, espec

secondary school; and (3) to show Why gUidance

necessary, as revealed t§pongh a comparative

Brewer.,:eistOl"Y .QtVocational Guidance
and Bra there, 1942),J)'~ 13.
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"questionnaire and standardized test study•

.Method. In showing present day patterns of American

life making guidance neces~ary, and in attempting to dis

close some of the important factors creating a necessity

for greater stress on gUidance, the writer used library

procedure by drawing on the writings of recognized

educators and professional writers t~ substantiate his

own observations in both industry and education over a

period of nearly twenty years.

In the third and final phase of the study a group

bf stUdents was selected and given a questionnaire and two

standardized tests. The first, the Initial Occupational

Inquiry, was devised by the writer to secure data concern

ing the students' unguided occupational choices and their

future educational plans.

The second step of the third phase was the admin

istration of the Kuder Preference~ecord to determine by

a standa~dized test the occupational interests of the stud

en.ts, and to compare the results of this preference record

with those of the questionnaire ..

The third step was the administration of aptitUde

tests. These were given the individu8.l students in the areas .

·1.rigicated. by <their occupa.tional choice on the Initial Occupa

tional Inqui.ry with the results of the three steps being

0r'dlsprove the imperative need for guidance.
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,Importance of: the study. The 'school of today. i~
- - ,

not only an institution providing instruction in languages,

science, literatiure, history, fine arts, and vocational sub

jects, but it must also be, equally as much, an agency for

helping students to stud'ythemselves, to undE1rstand their

interests, needs,and capacities, .and the educational and

vocational opportunitie.$ open to' them that they may adapt

themselves to pursuits most likely to lead to success and

happiness.

In contributing to Erickson and Happ2, F. N. Johnston

states that the ultimate objective of guidance as a function

of the modern school is:

To equip students with an outlook on life which
will enable the,m to become socially, mentally, and
vocationalhly well-adjusted citizens of our modern
society.

The purpose of this study is ,to show the need for

comprehensive guidance in our secondary schools and at the
/

same time suggest the loss of use of potential abilities and

-talent through lack of proper guidance of the youth of today.

II. Definitions of Guidance

2dlif~0l"d E. Ericksol1 and Marion .0. Happ, Guidance
pra.cti'~;e~s:§:t'·WOr'k: (New-york:McGraw-Hil1 Company, 1946), p .. 8.
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,
definition of guidance'should be accepted"'as a basis upon

which a guidance program might be built.

There have been almost as many different definitions

of guidance as there have, been writers on the subject. Some

few differ radically from others as to what constitutes good

guidance; however, it will be found that most guidance

minded educators agree, at 'least fundamentally, on what

guidance is and upon its implications and functions.

Typical of the definitions of guidance is that given

by Carl M. Horn3 who days:

Guidance is the process of assisting the indi
vidual in determining, analyzing, and understanding his
interests, aptitudes, ab~lities, limitations, opportun
ities, problems, and ne~ds, and in the light of this
knowledge to make wise choices and adjustments 'in onder

, that he may better serve socisty and live more happily.

Throughout the report of this investigation, the term

"guidance" shall be interpreted on the basis of the defini-

'.,. , ,<,~ pa~lM.>Horn"Wartime Guidance in Vocational Education
(Chic~go:Ame~ican,TechnicaiSociety, 1943), p. 2.

given above.

Limitations. All the testing was done in a single

school. HO,\llever, students from two different grades, and

, both sexes took, part. Also, the writer had to interpret

some ansWers given on the Initial Occupational Inquiry and

p$.rsonally select the aptitude tests which, in his judgment,

best fitted the. occupations chosen by the subjects.

I
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE EMPIiASIZING THE NEED FOR GUIDANCE

I. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR GUIDANCE OF PUPILS

One of the more recent listings of the functions of

guidance 15 the following by Hamrin and Erickson. 1

I. Guidance attempts to help the individual students
learn more of their present educational opportunities.

II. It strives to help them become adjusted to their
present educational situation.

III. It ~ndeavors to help them learn more of them
selves, their interests, abilities, possibilities, and
limitations.' ,

IV. It aids them to learn of possible future educa
tional and vocational opportunities.

V. It assists them to plan Wisely, both for the
immediate present and for the future, by stimulating them
to relate themselves in their thinking to possible
educational and vocational opportunities.

VI. It tries to help them to become adjusted to their
new' environment whether it be in school or at work
after they have left the'educational unit with which
they have been connected.

If a guidance progre~ is to be developed'in our

schools that will adequately meet its responsibilities to

pupils it must contain certain activities which are che.r

acteristic of efficient guidance. These are:

I. study of the individual through observation,

inte:rvierwlng, and testing to determine:

Intellectual capacity

.. "'\ '. ,'[Shirley A~: He~rln and Clifford. E. Erickson, GUidance
!.n'the Secondary School (New York: D. Appleton....Centmry Company"
:1939 )',;;p.67.'
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B.. Aohievement
C~ Personal oharaoteristios
D. Interests and aptitudes
E. Sooial adjustments
F. Home environment

II. Cumulative recording of pertinent data about the
individual. .

III. Maintenance of adequate health faoiiities.

IV. Orienting the student to-the aotivities and
polioies of the sohool.

V. Adequate educational and vocational gUidanoe.

VI. Opportunity for help and advioe on personal
problems, partioularly clinio~l.

VII. Instruotion in ocoupational information.2

Today's modern secondary school must face demands

whioh a few years ago were either the responsibility of the

home, the church, or some other agency, or were completely

unrecognized.

If the secondary school of today is to meet these

demands, ouroonception of education and the philosophy in

support of it must change.. Along with, and partly created

bY, the increased demands made upon the modern seoondary

school there has grown an ever increasing need for guidance.

Re.cent ohanges in America have developed the present day

(complex pattern of life which clearly shows the imperative

York State Counselors Association, Practical
(Chicago: Science Research Associates,
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need for greater stress on guidance.

The school of today must concern itself not only

with educational and vocational guidance, but with gUidance

for living in the political, social, and religious world of

today, as well as gUidance in health, morals, and civic

responsibility and leadership.

In the present era changes occur so rapidly that we

have scarcely adjusted ourselves to one custom of life when

that becomes outmoded. Because of this situation the school

is faced with the responsibility of guiding youth so that each

immature and bewildered adolescent may make appropriate ind-

1vidual adjustments to thechang.ed social and economic cond

itions.

~any of the trends and conditions of our present 'day

society make mandatory the responsibility of the school for

gUidance of pupils.
, '
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II. CHANGES CREATING A GREATER NEED FOR GUIDANCE

Changes !n. the home. All recent sociologies haye

emphasized the changes in the general character of family

life produced by modern conditions. The home l which was

once a self-sufficient unit; had in previous generations

furnished the child with the rich exPeriences of sharing

oC9upational tasks with parents. Today young people seldom

have many chores Or famflytasks and responsibilities; and

have as a result lost certain values which were a natural

part of the earlier patterns of family life.

True; some gain is linked with the loss. Americans

point with pride to the commercial and social agencies

which have taken over some of the responsibilities of the

home. T~ey bUy things which were formerly made with much

diffiCUlty by the members of the family, but too readily

forget 'that theme,king of these things created a common

core of shared and essential experiences. Where modern

conditions l -especi8.11y in urban life l have deprived the

child of these experiences; the school must supply others,

suchascons.tructive activities l and training in individual

responsibility and social coopera,tion.

While the home may, either consciously or uncon

sciouslYI evade its responsibilitYI the school as a "dele

gatedUagency carin(,)t escape its task of guidance.
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Recognizing that modern life calls for specific'

and generaltraining, and realizing that in a great many

instances the home fails to do, or is incapable of doing,

its share, the modern school must fulfill its obligation

by providing a definite program of gUidance.

The duties of the guidance program imposed by the

vast change in the character of family life are not con

fined wholly to youth. Not only 1s the school responsible

for the gUidance of pupils, but it must also help parents

to realize and understand the changes which are taking

place in the modern social order and undertake their train-

ing in understanding the demands which society makes on all

of the agencies which act on pupils.

Changed conditions of industry and labor. Industry

and commerce have made, and are still making, vast changes.
\

American indus.trial expansion has been marked not only by

a tremendous increase in the amount of production, but also

in the number of its different products.

Steel production in the United States, which has

for years been called "the barometer of American industrytl,

increased from 6,590 tons yearly in 1950 to 188,325 tons

yee.rlytn l~GO and is now in exc'ess of 25,000,000 tons

annually /lJ,

;~·'J6~ephT:. Ryerson, 100 Years of Peace and We.r
(Chicago:. The Ryerson Steel Company1 1942), -p. 12:---
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While industrY in general has experienced this same

phenomenal growth, many newer industries have been created

and added to the amazing industrial expansion of America,

oreating new occupations, causing abandonment of many older

ones, and hE.ving a far-reaching effect upon our socia-economic

order.

The oreation of new industries hasaocelerated the

demand for workers in certain occupati0ns and at the same time

brought about a decline "in the need for workers in other

occupations. The automobile industry hE.s, for instanoe,

had a marked effect upon the labor market. It has tremend-

·ously inoreased the need for skilled workers, especially in

the fields of skilled metal work, but has, at the same time,

virtually made non-existent the skilled oocupations of

harn~ss me.ker, carriage fitter, wagon builder, and similar

trades.

Another of the newer industl"ies that is rapidly

changing oUr oocupational make-up is the plastics industry,

which has already heaVily invaded the area of the woodworker

and oertain types of metal and glass work.

Mass production has had a.marked effeot on oecupations.

·M~nyoccupatiqnsonoeclassed as skilled work, and highly

desirabieas··sueh, have been reduced to a status of semi-

or in manY-instances even less than
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The p~sical state of most industries has changed

tremendously in the last century. Fifty to one hundred years

ago small family units were the rule rather than the

exception, with only a few employees and manufacturing

their products by direct methads l largely handwork. The

Crane Company4 is a good example of typical American indust

rial expansion.

In July 1855 theRe T. Crane Brass and Bell Foundry

began operation in Chicago. The business was housed in a

small one room wooden building l staffed by the owner and

three employees l and equipped with crude and meager equipment.

~rogress and modernization have developed this simple hand

operated factory to the present Crane CompanYI world's larg

est manUfacturers of valves and fittings. The original one

room bUilding has grown to an array of forty seven buildings

covering 'leO acres of ground I with more than 3t million

square feet of floor space. The original force composed of

the owner and three employees has grown to 20 1 000'employees;

representing hundreds of different occupations in place of

the, single original occupation of brass casting.

Supply and demand have caused an expansion of our

economic system making possible the growth of industry in

Cotlntryman, Val"\1'6 World (Chicago:. Crane
9.'
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suoh measure as shown by the Crane Company~ However, suoh

industrial growth would have been impossible without mass

production, new maohines, improved techniques, and contin-

ually expanded knowledge.

For example, consider the iron industry one hundred

years ago (1848). Few men in those eEtrly days knew that

iron 1s a metallic element which crystallizes in the iso-

metric system, usually in the form of CUbes, sometimes as

octahedra. Few of them knew that iron is chemically a

dya,d.or a triad, that its symbol is Fe, that it combines

with Oxygen to form FeO, Fe203, and Fe304. For the most

part all they knew was that if they heated it right and

hammered it long enough they would get something they could

V1orkwith. So they began investigating, experimenting,

and trying the results of their experiments. New occupa-

tions were created in the iron industry. Chemists, metal

lu!'gists,andb,eat-treaters were added to the list of

occuPations, and they in turn developed neW and different kinds

of iron and steel. As new types of iron and steel appeared

:new Uses were found for them and many OCcup$,tions were

or expanded, thus adding to the growing list

occupations•

... Industrial modernization and expansion has not beet;

its effects Up0l1. the occupational ad-

It shows viVidly in every phase of
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ou~ modern social and" economic order. It is reflected in

our higher standard of living, increased leisure time,

and in couniess other ways.

All of this industrial growth and expansion bears

tremendous implications 'tor guidance. Not only must the

youth be directed into occupational fields best sUited to

his needs and natura~ qualifications; but he must be given

as~uch information as possible concerning the establish

ment of new occupations, the stability or lack of stability

and future prospects of others, and whether or not his

chosen field of work is in demand or in decline. He must

be made aware of the possibilities of other fields of

endeavor if his first choice is unstable or unsuited to his
\

abili ties.

Another important function of the gUidance program

is that of directing the youth into the proper attitude of

socie.l'relationship and cooperatio'n. The ti.me when individ

uals worked alone or with only a few associates is gone.

Success in almost any endeavor depends upon the ability of

the individual to understand and exercise fundamental relat--

It has been estimated5. the.t sixty percent or over.

fj··John M. Brewer, uCauses of Discharge," Personnel
~~~=.,\9:63 October" 1929.



New and expanded means
/

~hanges in transportation.

Ryerson, .100 years.of ~ce. ~nd.War
··'Q~C"l"'(,r.'I"l Steel Company, 1942), ;PP. 10-24.

of transportation have had a marked effect upon modern life

in nea~ly all countries of the world and especially in

Ameri.ca. The United states contains less than seven per

cent. of the world's popUlation, but this seven percent poss

~duses thirty five percent of all the world's rail

and seventy percent of all the automobiles. In the

of the discharges from business and industry are caused,

not from lack of skill or technical knowledge, but from

lack of right attitudes and of the understanding of fund

amental relationships.

To attempt to list all of the major industrial

developments of the last one hundred years would be a

voluminous task and certainly too great a list for a study

of this type. However, the writer felt that some attention

should be called to at least a part of the developments

that have had a telling effect on industry and labor in

the last century.

The list on page 15, Table I,6 shows a few of the

major developments in industry that have affected not only

our occupational1nterests, but in many instances other

phases of American life.
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1841
1844
1845
1850

1851
1852
1856
1858
1859
1859
1860
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TABLE I

AlY.IERICAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS

John Roebling manufactured ,the first iron rope.
The first fire brick was developed.
Goodyear first vulcanized rubber.
Fitch developed the turret lathe.
William Kelly developed the pneumatic process of
steel manufacture.
Brass and copper seamless tubing first manufactured.
Otis developed the elevator.
Bessemer steel process developed.
Atlantic cable completed.
Pullman built the first s+eeping car.
Edwin Drake drilled the first oil well.
Zinc produced commercially for the first time in
America.

1862 The first steel analysis laboratory established.
1866 Nobel invented dynamite.
1867 Open hearth steel process developed. \
1867 Brown and Sharpe brought out the micrometer caliper.
1869 Westinghouse patented the air brake.
1871 ,Sand blasting was invented.
1873 Janney developed the automatic car coupler.
1876 Alexander Bell's first telephone was completed.
1878 The first mOVing picture shoi~ in public.
1878 The first phonograph invented.
1879 ' James 'Ritty built the firs:t cash register •.
1880 Edison patented the first incandescent electric light.
188~ Page started the woven wire fence industry.
1884 Merganthaler invented the first linotype.
1886 Hall developed the electrolytic production of aluminum.
lB92 Th~ addressograph was invented.
1895 Gillette introduced thin flexible razor blades •

. 18~80necylinder automobiles placed on the market.
1898 Radium was discovered.
1903, The>Wrig~t brothers first flew at Kitty Hawk.
1907 DeForrest invented the audion tube.
1908 .'Yarbon. tetrachloride. first manufactured •

.1909 Bake1;ite opened t.he field of plastics.
,1920 'l'~e ,first radi,o broadcast for public use.

1928 'The first autogyro was successfully flown.
1930Jf?-;r~texp,erimerltqltelevision transmitter developed.
193(} , B:trds~yeinvented qUick freezing.
19,40' America,Gofrtained50milli,9n radios, 32 milliop motor

vehicles,. 23milliori homes with electricity, over half
of the w.or1d' s telephones, and half of the world's
iron. (
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modern life.

Avtation is another field wherein the potentials of

expansion are so clear that even the least imaginative

persons are stirred by the perspective. The pressures of

the recent war served to crowd decades of aeronautical

improvement into a few years. Many of the inventions and

developments wrought for destructive purposes are being

aaapted,tO"corJ,structive peacetime purposes. Electronic

<?evices deslgn.edtodirect dead.ly fire" to detect approach-

on the school for an adequate guidance program.

Automobiles have in a great many instances removed

social contact between boys and girls from the home and

church to the seclusion of side roads and similar places.

The school cannot fUlly complete its function if it fails

to compensate for this educationally, and it is in the area

of social, ethical, and moral gUidance that the school can

do much for the young people in this partiCUlar phase of

United states there is an automobile for every five persons.

There can be no question but that transportation by

auto and bus have had a tremendous effect for good in our

educational scheme. It has ~de possible the abandonment

of small inefficient schools, and the transportation of

pupils to larger, more effective, and efficient schools

with far broader and richer educational programs. But the

common and casual use of automobiles has added to the demands
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ingplaneEl, and to locate invisible targets are being used

to make ocean and aerial travel safer and ea.sier, and to

make accidents less likeLy.

Great systems of, passenger and freight service

through the skies now girdle the globe. One may now go to

a local airport one day, board an airliner, and arrive the

next day at destinations almost on the other side of the

world.

There is little question but that it will be.only
a short time until India, China, Australia, Africa, or
any point on the face of the earth will be a little more

-than an overnight trip.?

Air transportation is not limited to commercial

airlines alone; the growing thousands of privately owned

small planes are altering the quality of modern life, much

as it was revolutionized ·by the automobile a generation

a.go. New industries are emerging from a.via.tion, as well

as an array of new trades, professions, and industries

. servicing aviation.

World War II served to bring into wider use the

principle of "reactive propulsion ll commonly called rocket

. \ propulsion. It was used to fire gUns, propel gliders, and

madepoElsible the anti-tank "bazooka"•. Jet propelled air

pJ.anes are already in production and use, bringing the

.., -......;..;..,...."'"""- -......;. -
. <,c·i7.:·Ma;jOr,Aleximder P. DeSeversky, lIAir Age, It

The. American WeekJ.Yr37:11 August 29, 1943.
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A new branch of science called chemurgy is convert~

lng familiar farm products into ,indu.strial materials'. This

conversion is now providing the raw materials for dozens of

manufactured items. Farm products such as the peanut, which

has found use as the base material for over fifty manufact

ured products, both edible and industrial, have added a new

dimension to the opportunities of fa~ming occupations.

The extension of the miracles of radio and television,

the science of electronics, offers almost inexhaustible

possibilities for business and occupational ventures.

Devices are already in use for measuring speed,

matching colors, measuring and controlling temperatures

and humidity, detecting flaws in metal of almost unlimited

thickness" detecting gas and smoke" sorting and grading

various objects, providing burglar alarms and signal sys

tems, op~ning doors, automatic calculations, and fulfilling

a l()n.g array of medical and diagnostic purposes. A singl'e

idea or invention may ,double the nation's sources of wealth,

bringing abundance and occupational opportunity to many

people.

Research chemists have proved the practicability

of the use of Vitamins, hormones" and other ingredients

that will extend and enlarge immeasurably the

of the human bodY',,' and their use in

is now being explored.
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Few people, today, have not hea~d of the splitting

of the atom. Accomplished after years of trial and error,

the splitting of the atom has brought into view of all

people the terrific force of the atomic bomb. The science

of atomic energy, however, 'is still in its infancy. The

mind of mankind is staggered by contemplation of the unknown

power still locked away in the atom and the endless and

amazing uses to which it may be put as a peacetime source

of energy, power, and heat. Electric power has already

revolutionized existence for millions of people, and

power may well complete the process.

One of the best summaries of the change and effect

in transportation has been made by William Fielding OgburnlO

when he wrote:

The railroads made possible the growth of cities
and inoreased our urban popUlation from fifteen to
sixty percent. We called it the railroad era. Then
eame the automobile which dispersed our popUlation
intothesubttrbs and created the metropolitan era.

Now comes the airplane, with its possibility of
c;r'eating "one world ll •

,:r:Qi/WiJT1.all1Fie1ding Ogburn, .flAir Age Transportation, fl

':':;::::-:''::''';'' Gra}2ll1c, 341~q February, 1945.
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III. EDUCATIONAL EXPANSION

Incree,se !.!! school enrollment.. Table II ahows the

increase in enrollment in the elementa~ and secondary

schools of the United States as compared to the general

increase in the population of' the nation.



TABLE II

POPULATION AND SGHOOLENROLLMENT 1890-19401~

!==*

Elementary
School year High school school United States

enrollment enrollment population

1889-90 202,963 12,519,668 62,947,714

1895-96 380,493 13,998,585

1899-1900 519,251 14,983,859 75,994,575

1905-06 722,692 15,919,378

1909-10 ~15,061 16,898,791 91,973,266

1915-16 1,456,113 18,895,626

1919-20 2,200,389 19,27'7,927 105,710,620

1925-26 3,'757,468 20,984,002

1929-30 4,399,422 21,2'(8,593 122,775,046

1935~36 5,974,53'7 20,392,561

1939-40 6,601,444 18,832,098 131,669,275
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While the total population of the United states has

increased 209.1 percent in the fifty yea.r period 1890-1940

the secondarysehool enrollment in the United States has

increased 3,257.00 percent.



TABLE III

24

INCREASE IN SCHOOL ENROLLMENT IN THE FIFTY
YEAR PERIOD 1890-1940

Increase Percent1939-401889-90

High school
3,257."0%"enrollment 202,963 6,601,444 6,398,581

Elementary
enrollment 12,519,668 18,832,098 6,312,430 150.4%

"r
U.S.

population 62,947,714 131,669,275 68,721,561 209.1%
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"'It,has been estimated that- nearly seventy percent12

of the youth of high school age are attending our secondary

schools. This approach to universal education of young

people is of tremendous significance in studying the problem

of guidance and the faetors making it so necessary in our

secondary schools today.

'Whatever one may believe should be done, it seems
~n~vitable thatth~ school will accept thi responsibili
t,ies ~or a greatly expanded constituency" 3

There is no doubt that much of the responsibility

for this "greatly expanded constituency" lies with the educa

tors of America, who have in conjunction with our legislators

created compulsory attendance laws in most states. However,

there have been pressure groups 'Working toward compulsory

attendance which have not always had the 'best interests of

the youth in mind" Chief among these groups. have been some'
, '

labor organizations who were inter.ested in keeping down the

flow of workers to the labor,mark~ts. Whatever reason,

either constructive or selfish, the individuals or groups

may have had, there is no doubt but that these laws have

been a large factor in the increase in secondary enrollment.

Although the compulsory attendance laws in effect

present time, in most states, require attendance at

'7',':,." _' .

•,ili2j•. ~a.rlR•.Dol),glass ~Se'c6ndary Ed.ueat ion :for Youth
(washington, D ..C.:!, :An1ericanCouncil on' Education, --r937), p. 30.

13"". Ib :id., p.30.·

,.
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sahooll; up to sixteen years of age, there has been anincreas... ~

ing exertion of influence to raise the compulsory attendance

age to eighteen years, which if, and When, put into effect

will make secondary education practically universal.

Socio-economic changes have also had a marked effect

on the increase in secondary school enrollment. The shift

~rom an agrarian to an urban nation and the shift from small

family businesses to giant corporations and "big business"

demB.nding experienced workers has made it difficult for the

immature youth to secure employment.

E;panded curriculum. Most high schools have looked

upon multiplicatiGm of courses as a means of program modern

l~.a.tion, and few people wouldoontest this as a step forward.

~owever, without proper guidance, this becomes at best a

confusing- array of subject matter to many students entering"

a.nd even ,completing, high school.

Leonard14 states that in 1890 the average pUblic high

sohool offered twenty or less subjects, those SUbjects being

almost exclusively for stUdents preparing to attend

cOJ.lege.. While today the average public high school offers

separate subjects, and these are subdiVided into

amu1~ltudinous~rray'of subject courses•

.•••.•• .•..••. .•.• ·.l~,tJ'~(paUl Leonard, Developing the Secondary Q.!1rrlculum
(New York: Rinehart and Company, 1946), P. 45.
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. ~~

~ ~Los Angeles affords a good illustration of the
large number of separate subject courses offered in
a metropolitan high school system. The high schools
of that city in 1931 offered a total of 469 separate
subject courses .15

With an even smaller number of sUbjects and subject

courses the average high school student is likely to find

himself at a loss in selecting the proper subJects and

courses adapted to his needs, interests, and abilities.

To turn a pupil loose, unguided, with a modern .
curriculum of a hundred, courses, or even twenty-five
and expect him to get what is best for him is like
turning a child loose in a modern, delicatessen. He is
apt to die of indigestion before he discovers or even
stops to consider what constitutes a balanced meal. 16

Vocational and professionai schools. Various tyPes

of vocational and professional schools and institutions have

arisen and multiplied in such tremendous numbers that it is

now possible to find some kind of formal pre.paration .offered

for nearly every form of vocational and avocational activity.

More often than not the unguided youth is bewildered

with the extent and array of the selection and fails to make

any.selection at all, or, if he does, his selection may often

r!3sult in wasted effort.. The inevitable result is, that many

'of these undecided young people drift aimlessly along in spite

abilities that many of them possess for certain

0:t:' '..a.ctivitie s.
, I

l~iIbtdi.' p~ 48.

16 Leslie. L'~· "Ghisholm,. Guiding Youth i.n the Secondary
(New York: American Book Company, 1945T; p:J.9.
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,Properly guided, these young people could.oe directed

to an activity or an occupation in which they might use their

talents to best advantage, both to themselves and to society.

Parental attitudes' and the school. Although mos t

high schools may justly boast of the increased opportunities

they offer, there still has been no system devised where-

by the student may be completely educated without some

influence on the part of parents. The average student is

under the direct influence of his instructors six hours

a day for 180 days per year, wInch means that mucb more than

one-half of the child's time is spent outside and away from

the direct influence of the school. This fact alone should

place upon the parents or guardians some responsibilities
,

for carrying on the educational processes being attempted

by the school. Some of the more important responsibilities ~

of paren'tisand mature individuals close to the stUdents

shOUld be the development of proper attitudes, responsibility,

cooperation, and seriousness of purpose in life wi thin the

student•

.Many parents of today, through le.ck' of understanding

6:ftb.e aims of the ,school or through either lack of interest 0:1;'

neg;lect,have en'tire'ly shunneCl this responsibility wh.ich

gen.erations were mOre willing to assume.
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Our forefathers did not expect education to make
up, at pUblic expense, for their private deficiencies.
They expected it to strengthen and broaden the •••
training which they, at home, were giving their children. l ?

The changes which have occurred in the home have

eliminated many of the opportunities for guidance, and the

ohanged attitude of many parents, who expect the school

to do its job of training and theirs as well, places a

greater stress on the need for organized gUidance in the

school.

This need is clearly shown by the findings of the

New York State Board of Regents. In 1939, after three years'

study, the Regents' Inquiry into secondary school education

"in New York State;I8 concluded that: "

.In spite of the fact that New York's schools are
as good as those in other states, we are turr~ng out
a vast number of boys and girls each year who are not
ready for adult life. They have no idea what work means,
what sorts of oppor-tuni ties there are, how to look for .
work, or how to work when they get a job. They are not
prepared to be useful citizens or to enter community or
home life. They do not know how 'to take care of their
own bodies or minds. Few have implanted in them any "
seeds Qf individual inner life and growth, or any skill
in working with others.

There "is no reason to believe this statement would bel

in any other state or community whose schools have

to previGiean adequate guidanoeprogram.

One ofthemest prevalent attitudes among pupils and

'iP~~rE~n1;s .. <::I•...L..L.I:\.\:1 lstheaspirationof young people to t1white
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collaru, jobs, without consideration ei ther ,,~to the numbers

:of such jobs available or to the qualifications of the youth

for those jobs.

When parents arbitrarily decide for their offspring
that they are going to be teachers, doctors, or ministers,
they are forgetting to consider the following things:
(1) whether the child', s own interests and desires lean
toward these professions, (2) whether the child's person
ality and abilities lie in those directions, and (3)
whether the child's progress in school, as determined by
the school, is SUfficiently rap:+d to justify his contin
uing in the field for which his parents have chosen.19

This prejudice against working with one's hands and

the indiscriminate glorification of, clerical and professi'onal

work is entirely out of balance with the occupational oppor

tunities of our nation.

The November 1946 issue of Fortune Magazine2P contains

a series of charts compiled by its editorial staff which

show that three fifths of all civilians employed in JUly

1946 worked in manufacturing, trade, or agriculture--twenty'

seven percent in manUfacturing alon~. Even more significant,

these charts show that most Americans work with their hands.

At this date the manual group --skilled, unskilled, and

semi~skilledmade up sixty percent of the labor force.

As citizens of ,a freethinking nation based on indiVid

ual opportunity for all people, every individual is free

I
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!,ir 19~J. K. stoner, "Voeation or Vacation (without pay)', fJ

" ~,~, Mucat10'Je.l Forum,. 12:1lil1 January, 1948.

,"<.", 20Edi t-oria4-' cStaff, "Where People WOIrk," Fortune
;> ':1:., 'Magazine, 34:129Novembe~~'1946~
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to choose his own life work and to foster ambition for his

children, but for parents to unduly influence their children's

choice of a career without consideration for the child's own

interests and abilities is ,an injustice to the child and to

the sooiety in which it must live. \

If we are to achieve anything l~ke efficient manage
ment of human resouroes in relation to the jobs to be
done and if we are to aohieve it'with~n the framework
of democratic procedures, not an inconsiderable part of
B. plan of action must include an informative program
looking to the education of both youth apd adults in
the realities of the occupational world. 21

TttI'J:'el, ",,:c.)~at~ol1al Guidance and Education, "
~~~~ ~~;. Q!. College' Registrars Journal, 21:212 January,



:: . V. This school lsorganizlng a comprehensive guid-
Ii,'

,~1~", anee program, bat the students partieil'atiEg in thiS st\rvey,

",',Il:,had~ at,t,~e>t.lm~ the survey was' conducted, no conte.ct with

r::/ :',

IV. This school offers curricula in the areas of

32

CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION OF DATA

I. TEESt.JRVEY

John Greer~igh School of Hoopeston, Illinois, was

need for guidance in the public schools it was necessary to

no~ been offered the benefits of a guidance program.

in the last five years an average of less than ten percent

I. It is a first class commissioned high school

in the sta,te of Illinois.

II. In the annual statewide testing program for

Since the purpose of this survey was to show the

selected for several 'reasons.

u
:', college preparation, commerce, and V'ocatione.l education.

I
i conduct this type of survey in a school whose students had
t

i

I
,I

i',
i

,l
il

r
I turnover.
I
"

,
Iiir scholastic achievement, conducted by the University of

F
J ,. Illinois in aJ.lpublic high schools in the state, this school
Ii

! ranked in the upp~r half in the 1946-47. school year.
r
i. III. With a factll ty of twenty teachers th,ere has been

, , '
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,
It was the intenticm of the writer to have not Ie ss

than one hundred students of the original group participating

when the final tests were given.. To insure this 142 pupils

were given the Initial Occupational Inquiry shown on page 34.

Although this survey is largely concerned with occupe,

tional guidance the need for educational guidance is also

clear since the accepted procedure in guidance is to attempt

to isolate each stUdent's interests, needs, and abilities, and

haVing in so far as is possible, determined his occupational

interests end abilities, give him the educational and curricu

lar guidance necessary for the fullest realization of his

interests and the most profitable use of his abilities.

The Initie.l Occupational InqUiry. This questionnaire

was deVised by the writer of the stUdy in an attempt to

learn the limits of the students' knowledge concerning
/

their occupational choices and the educational requirements

necessary to those choices. It was necessary, also, to

learn the sources from which the students received their

Q(}(}l.1pat+onal,info rmati on in orqer to determine the val id-

such sources.

Of the 'original 142 answering the Inquiry, seven bad

W I \I..,'", ,;\0 c0nsideration to their future occupation, and as a

stated n0 choice of occupation for pursuit after

sehoOl. TJ::rl.sgroup .. of approxim~tely fiv~ percent
'1 \.,

, .

dropped after the In.itial Occt1.pati onal Inquiry was
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checked. However l they constitute the first definite prob

lem in attempting to show the need for gUidance.

These students were accepted by the school , their

attendance being either voluntary or required by law. In

either case there is a definite need for guidance shown.

Without some definite direction being given them there is

Iittle chance that their abilities will be put to the best

use,and advantage possible or that their interests will be

satisfied sufficiently.

Without some method being used to determine their

possibilities l the most effective educational program for

them cannot be applied. The implication in the case of these

students is for a guidance program that will offer them

occupational information l help them in selecting a possible

future occupation in keeping with their needs and abilities"

and direct theil'> educational program in the'light of their
, /

interests and potentialities.

Future educational plans. There were 135 studen~s

who replied to the questions concerning their future educa

tional plans. In this group 93.33 percent were planning to

finlshhighschool. F!owever, investigation of permanent

in this high school reve8~s tl:1at the graduating class

1946 .re.presentea. only 51.11 percent of the ninth grade

sen,~El~in~. 1;h1s same high school four years preViously

Some s~ight exception must be considered in using





FUTURE EDUOATIONAL PLANS OF 135 NINTH AND
TEN~H GRADE STUDENTS INREUARD TO HIGH SOHOOL

Number Percent

Planning to finish high 'school 126 93.33

Uncertain about finishing high school 4 2.96

Not intending to finish high school 5 3.71

Total 135 100.00

37
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Some students feel that they are misfits and leave

school because they believe they "just don't belong".. These

young people are in need of a comprehensive guidance program,

not only to help them in to the right educational and vocational

path but to help them adjust socially lest they become

misfits in society after their formal education is ended ..

The 2.96 percent who were uncertain about finishing

high school comprise a compa,ratively small group, and home

conditions, especially financial~ could -easily affect this

small percentage of the original 135 students. However"

since it is always possible that some students may be

uncertain about their future occupation, and as a result

be likewise uncertain about any educational plans, need

of a guidance program is indicated that will give more value

to the sense of direction of these stUdents.

Five stUdents, or 3.71 percent of the entire group,

expressed themselves as definitely not intending to finish

high school. Home, finanoial" or other conditions beyond

the control of the school may have influenced these individ

uals in their deoision to leave school at the minimum legal

age. 'The need for guidance is not lessened in these cases"

but if3 possibly even greater. Since the students in this

. group will be in school a shorter length of time they will

. have Ie ss opportunity to discover their potentialities

themselves, and will need immediate guidance to avail them-





TABLE V

FUTURE EDUCATIONAL PLANS OF 135 NINTH AND
TENTH GRADE STUDENTS IN REGARD TO COLLEGE

40

22.96

32.59

100.00

31

44

60

135

Number Percent

Total

Planning to attend college

Uncertain about attending college

Not planning to attend college



Number Percent

PUPILS SELECTING OCCUPATIONS REQUIRING COLLEGE
ATTENDANCE .

'TABLE VI

Planning to attend college

Uncertain about attending college

Not planning to attend college

Total

25 42.37

23 38.98

11 18.65

59 100.00
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Fifty nine pupils expressed themselves as desiring

to follow occupations which require college training, yet

eleven of the fifty nine had not planned to attend a college

or university. This gro~p shows a lack of occupational

information as well as educational information concerning

the occupations they desire to follow. If there are valid

reasons why these pupils, and those in the uncertain group,

cannot attend college, the guidance program must attempt to

seek out some other abilities in the individuals and help

them direct their efforts toward other lines of endeavor.
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Percent

17 12.59

12 8.89

13 9.63

14 10.37

11 8.15

6 '4.44

25 18 .. 52

3 2.22

34 25.19

135 100.00

Number

Total

TABLE VII

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT OCCUPATIONS
CHOSEN BY 135 NINTH AND TENTH GRADE STUDENTS

··'f ;..

Occupation pursued by a member of
t.he family

Observation of persons engaged
in the occupation

i ·i

, Reading books and periodicals
i.

ii Movies and theatres
I

I; 'Complete iaqsence of information
I.

ii

L
i

,"J

, (Members of the family
( l
!::![

UI,
.~'p

Ii
if

'i Limited experience in the occupation,
'~ vacation, after school work, etc.

;,

: I]
Ij Information secured at school

, I'
'Ii Talking to persons engaged in the

j occupation
I
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~tudents' sour~es of occupational information. It

is significant that the largest of the nine groups listed

under sources of' occupational information, Table VII, admitted

a complete lack of information concerning the occupation

they selected. the figures in Table VII show that 25.19

percent of the subjects in this survey selected and

expressed a desire to follow occupation.s about which they

had no real information. The school', which unquestionably

must accept the responsibi;I.ity for the guidance of its

pupils, was the source of occupation~l information for

only 8.15 percent of the students in this survey.

The figures in Table VII also show that the largest

single source of occupational information was books and

periodicals .·"Elf' the entire group, 18.52 perc'ent secured

information from this source. Increased amount and

broadened scope of reading material on occupations, plus

group oral presentation of occupational information would

reduce materially the 25.19 percent who select occupations

without real infprmation concerning them, and may well

.repiace some other sources of occupational information

which will, later in this study, be shoitYll to be invalid or

least ill-advised.

Students'knowledge Qf chosen occupations. There

seeming conflict noted between the figures given

those given in Table VIII. In Table VII the



nothing about it.

A good e:cample of thi s occurs in the case of JOM B.,

who' is one of the tenth grade subjects of this study. This

'boy has expressed a desire to become a draftsman. In answer

to question Number 5 he st et es that he learned about the

occupation in the mechanical drawing cIa ss in Which he is

45

. e

now enrolJ..;ed, but in answer to question Number 4 he states

tnathe know.s lilothing a.bout dra.fting as an occupation but

would like to learn mor.e aoo ut it.

figures were compiled from direct statements made by the

vation of someon~ pursuing it, or from a relative, or some

rather vague and uncertain source and a.l though they had

selec.ted the occupation on this basis they still knew
/

I

sUbjects in answer to question Number 5 of the Initial

Occupational Inquiry. In ·the compilation of Table VIII it

was necessary to interpret ,and evaluate the answers given

to question Number 4. The apparent conflict arises from

the fact that in Table VII a total of thirty four subje cts

directly stated a complete absence of informe.tion regarding

their chosen occupation, while in Table VIII eighty one

sUbjects are indicated as having no real knowledge of their

chosen occupation. Examination of the Initial Occupational

Inquiry r(9veals many completely filled in InqUiry blanks

in which the student bad marle a choice of occupations ~nd

stated that he had learnedaoout the occupation from obser-
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In this case the writer checked on this boy before

making an evaluation of the ansWer to question Number 4 and

found, him to be an "Alf student in mechanical drawing. The

interpretation was made in, the following rna,nner. The sub

ject finds mechanical drawing interesting, he is learning

the mechanics of it and some of the th~ory and related in

formation, but he does not know the 'occupational factors

of drafting such as salary, demand for draftsmen, hours'

of work, classifications of skill, types of draftsmen, etc.

This student was placed in the category of having

learned ~bout his chosen occupation at school, but listed

as haVing no real knowledge of the occupation.

Personal investigation similar to that mentioned

above was not made in all of the eighty one cases of ioMvid

ual13ubjects mo had no real knowledge of their chosen occu-,

pation, p:ut in all cases concerning question Number 4 the

w1"i t.er interpreted the answer-sin a similar manner.



KNOWLEDGE OF OCCUPATIONS CHOSEN BY 135
NINTH AND TENTH GRADE STUDENTS

TABLE VIII

47

1.48

15.56

60.00

100.00

Percent

2

31

81

21

135

Number

Total

Pupils having no real knowledge
of their chosen occupations

Pupils having extremely limited
knowledge of. chosen occupation

Pupil~ h~ving limited knowledge
of their chosen occupations

Pupils indicating definite know
ledge of their chosen occupations
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The following 1 Table IX, compiled solely from the

information given on the Initial Occupational Inquiry shows

the number of students who voluntarily· expressed a desire

to learn more about the occupation they had Chosen.

Although the number of these students is relatively

small, it is significant that even fo~teen percent of them

should voluntarily state a desire for additional information

concerning the occupa.tions they have selected.



Number Percent

NUMBER OF STUDENTS DESIRING ADDITIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

TABLE IX

14.00

100.00

19

135
Students selecting a certain
occupation

Students expressing a desire
for additional information
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II. COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AI\JD INTEREST

The second step in the survey consisted of the admin

istration of the KUder Preterence Record, the scores of

which were used in makingaoomparison of the students'

choice of occupations as stated in the. Ini tie.1 Occupational.

InqUiry and their occupational interests as shown by the

Preference Record.

Between the time of the administration of the

Occupational InqUiry and that of the Preference Record one

subject was lost to the survey because of withdrawal from

school and two were eliminated because of extremely low

scores on the interest profile. These low scores may have

been caused by e.rror or leck of interest on the part of the

subjects. In either case the writer did not consider them

valid information in compiling the r~sults of the compar

ison. Consequently 132 subjects were used.

The dec~sion to use some standard interest inventory

was made by the writer because it was felt that quite often

young people choose occupations as a result of some· chence

influence. GhapterVI of this study is based upon a desire

todetermfne the relationship of occupational choice made

by':studentswho have had. no contact with formal guidance,

fnter.t9st as shown by a standardized interest,
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It was the intention of the writer to show the

variance, if any, between the subjects' casual choice of

occupations and the occupational areas which appear to be

particularly promising in the light of their interests.

At the present time there is to the best of the

writer's knowledge, no method of provi~g or disproving the

validity of the several interest inventories available. The

Kuder Preference Record was chosen because it is the most

widely used interest inventory, beiD~ used by all three

branches of military service, schools, business, and industry.

Upon completion of the profile sheets, comparison

of areas of interest and occupational choice was made and

an attempt was made to show those sources of occupational

information which appear to be valid and those which appear

to be invalid or ill-advised.

Three degrees of comparison ~re shown in Table X

(1) Co~plete agreement, whereby the Preference Record shows

the sUbject's iqterests completely, or sufficientlYI in aCcord

with his expressed occupational choice as given on his

Ini tisJ_ §)ccupational Inquiry sheet. (2) Borderline Cases

VV'J:lere tnestudent1s interests show sUfficiently high in one

of the seven areas of th~ KUd~r Preference Record but not

high in another area necessary to success in

For example, one student may express
:',.,J

tobec()n1~an ele,etricalengineer, and show by his
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preference record an interest in the mechanical area of 85

percentile, but his interest in computation, which is a

necessary part of successful engineering, scores only to

the 45th percentile.

Another eX8~ple of borderline cases is the student

who expresses a desire for a certain occupation on his inquiry

sheet but shows only a fair degree'qf interest in all the

areas of the interest profile. The writer placed those

students whose interests all fell in the 60th to 75th

percentiles in this borderline group. In this same group,

where all the scores of a student's preference record profile

are near the medians, it is possible that the student has

no really well-developed interests or that his interests are

(SO evenly balanced among all nine areas that no one area

stands out. Scores in the 60th to 75th percentiles, accord

ing to KUder, have some significance but cannot be regarded

with as much confidence as higher scores. Careful and

personal counseling is indicated as necessary in these

cil.ses, along with added occupational informat~on. (3) The

third degree of comparison is that in wIllch there is total

disagreement between the interest shown on the student's

PreferencE? Record and his choice of occupations as given

Initial Occupational Inquiry~

T1:l.<epe might have been one other degree of comparison

tha-tin which the scores of the Preference Record
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were extremely low. However, since there were only two

cases of this kind appearing in the entire group end since

KUder gives little value to these scores, along with the fact

that it is quite possible they were in error, the writer

decided to discard them from the survey.

The division of borderline, agreement, and disagree-

ment cases was so nearly even as to cause suspicion of error;

however, they were re-cheCked by the writer and found to

be correct.

!



Number Percent

COMPARISON OF INTERESTS AND OF OCCUPATIONS
SELECTED BY 132 NINTH AND TENTH ,GRADE PUPILS

TABLE X

Complete agreement

Borderline cases

Complete disagreement

Total

38 28 .. 79

40 30.30

54 40.91

132 100.00

54
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Those of the group vmose Initial Occupational

Inqlliry ana. KuderPreferenc e Reco I'd are in accord are

probably the least 1n need of guidance. However, even in

their case two important steps remain. Aptitude tests would

be highly desirable, in so far as they are procurable for

the occupations indicated, ana. there ~emains a definite

need for educational or curricular guidance.

For those students who have definitely established

the coordination of their interests and occupational desires,

some occupational information is still necessary. They

should be given access to facts that will ina.icate whether

or not their chosen occupation is stable, growing in demand,
,

or receding. They should be given opportunity to learn

what they may expect of it socially and financially, and

what demands it will make upon them. And finally, they

should be guided into the curriculum most advantageous to

the promotion of their interests and the establishment of

th.eir chosen occupation.

Those students whose cases fall into the borderline

present a larger problem fo r the counselor and

neea· for a comprehensive pro gram of gtlidance.

These, for the most part, were students who expressep,

to follow sorne·· occupa.tion which required a combll'1

of. -interests, generally-two, such as the case of one

Fred G., who indicated on his Initial Occupati ona~
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Inquiry an intention of being a mechanical engineer" His

Preference Record shows his mecha.nical interest score at

the 94th percentile, which is very high, but mechanical

engineering requires a mecha.nical-compute.tional combination

and this stUdent's interest score in computation is below

the 50th percentile. Thi s does not necessarily mean the

stUdent is unable to carry the mathematics necessary to

prepare for an engineering career, but it indicates a need

for more information concerning the boy's ability in math

ematics. This might be secured by examination of past grades

in the SUbject, from present ma.thematics teachers, or bJr

mathematical aptitUde tests. In any event it seems certain

that this student should have a thorough study made of his

case, inclUding the acquisition of additional information,

and possibly he should be given more occupa t1 onal inform

at~on, for in the event it becomes ~easonabiy certain that

he haE insufficient ability in mathematics, or that his

scholarship [index in~icates he is not college me.terial,

he should be gUided into the selection of some other field

of end-eavo r.

The third group, those in which the Occupational

Inquiry and the .Preference Record are in complete di sagree

In.~ntpfes~nts,thegreatest challenge to guidance and acce:n.t~
,'-, --- -_. .

~~test0~he JaJ:.ges't extent the need for counseling.
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These students have indicated a de~ire to pursue a

chosen occupation as shown by their Occupational Inquiry"

but the scores of their Kuder Preference Records show that

their interests in the areas pertaining to these chosen

occupations is too low to be valid while those interests

scoring high on the Preference Record are not related to

the chosen occupations.

This group ~onstitutes" largely" those bewildered

students who do not seem to know where they are going and

what they wish to do in life" and who probably account for

a large percentage of the failures and consequent drop-outs

in the secondary school.

Also, it is unfortunately true that many young people

are unduly infl uenced in the selection of oc cupati ons and

school subjects by well-meaning parents and relatives

although the young people themselves may have little inter

est in these pursuits. This is shown later in Table XI.

There are many other reasons for unwise selection

of occupational pursuits. The glamour attendant upon

certain occupations is accentuated by movies, books.of

fiction, and other forms of commercial entertainment. Some

pupi1.s in answer to question Number 5 on the Occupe,tione,l

Inquiry inai cated that their selection was made after a

slngle contact with, or observation of,the occupation.
"\'"
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Over-zealous church workers. have sometimes attempted I

to influence the choice of young people in the selection

of careers. In the case of Guinivere S., a tenth grade

student and one of the SUbjects of this survey 1 influence

came from her Sunday school teacher and from information
."

gained at church. She had indicated a desire to become a

missionary. To be valid her interest score should be high

in the literary-social service area, but her score shows

a literary interest to the 60th percentile, which is low"

while her interest score in social service is at the 40th

percentile, which is much too low to be valid in determining

interests. At the same time this student made a score up

to the 93rd percentile in mechanical interest and the 75th

percentile in music. Without proper guidance and additional

occupational information this stUdent might attempt prep

aration,for a career in which her i:p.terests were definitely

not considered.

Validit:y: Qt !!ou~ces Qf informat:1i.on Qll oc cupations e

Table XI shows that in the case of stUdents who

selected occupations upon information gained from members of

the family only three showed, agreement between their choice

as given on the Initial Occupati onal InqUiry and their

interests as indicated by their score on the KuderPreferehce
j;
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Of the borderline cases, those in which there was

neither complete agreement or complete disagreement as to

the .occupations selected Bnd the interest shown, five students

had gained their information from some member of the family.

'The most pertinent figure in the category of those

students whose occupational information was secured from

members of the family is shown in the co lumn under comple te

disagreement between cho~ce of occupation and indicated inter

est. Nine students show a high de~ree of interest in areas

of activity entirely unrelated to the occupations chosen.
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TABLE XI

COMPARISON OF INTERESTS AND OCCUPATIONS SELECTED
AFTER ACCESS TO CERTAIN OCCUPATIONAL INFOR~ffiTION

-
Sources of information Complete Borderline Disagree- Total
for occupations selected agreement cases ment cases

No. % No. % No. % No.

Members of the family 3 7.89 5 12.50 9 16.67 17

Occupation pursued by
a member of the family 3 7.89 4 10.00 5 9.26 12

Observation of
,.,

persons
engaged in the occupation 3 7.89 2 5.00 7 12.96· 12

Limited experience in
the occupation 2 5.26 2 5.00 10 18.52 14

Information secured
at school 6 15.79 1 2.50 4 7.41 11

Talking ~o persons engaged
in the occupation 2 5.26 2 5.00 2 3.70 6

Reading books and
periodicals 10 26.32 9 22.50 5 9.26 24

Movies and theatres 0 0/.00 2 5 ..00 1 1.85 3

Complete absence of
occupational .information 9 23.70 13 32 .. 50 11 20.37 33
\.

Total 38 100.00 40 100.00 54 100.00 132
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Table XI is acomposit e of Tables VII and X and is

intended to show the validity of sources of information. In.

compiling this table two subjects, whose interest scores were

so low as to be questionable, were dropped from Table VII and

Table XI was compiled from the records of 132 students.

Educators bave for years had to reckon with the

well-intentioned but too often ill-adVised desires of parents

who want something better for their children than their own

opportunities had afforded.

The tendency is for parents to encourage their child
ren to choose occupations requiring more education and
training than their own, and leading to supposedly higher
social ate.tus. Such tendency indicates the inability
of the majority of parents to give the unbiased inform
ation to guide children wisely.

It is not uncommon for fathers, especially among

the professions, to express a desire or even demand that

their sons follow their seme profession without regard

to the interests and abilities of the youth.

Whatever the reason for influencing the youth in

his decision concer~ing the selection of an occupation may

he, it is clear that members of the family are not a valid

shows that, of those SUbjects who received their occupationa,l

lnforIIlaticm from members' of the family, three times as

,J:Jl8.ny subjects failed to agree on their chosen occupations

and iri.di'6~te~ interests as the number of those who did agree.

l'MildredE. Lincoln, Teaching About Voce.tionalLife
(Scranton, Fa.: Intern.ational Text :sook Company, 1937), p. 5.',
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Of the subjects whose occupational information was

gained from a member of the fa~ily engaged in the occupation,

three were in complete agreement in choice and interests. Only

four were borderline cases, and those in complete disagreement

had dropped to five. While~ only one fourth of the subjects

fall into the agreement column, the percentages are better

than those of the pupils who were influenced by members of

the family not engaged in the selected occupation. There

is a natural tendency to increase the interest of the sub-

ject if the person giving the information is engaged in the

occupation and knows both its advantages and limitations.

However, no matter how well such information about a single

occupation may be presented it cannot begin to fill the

need for a complete comprehensive guidance program. The

youth should have access to information concerning other

occupat~ons, he should have the benefit of standardized

interest· inventories and, if possible, aptitUde tests.

The number .. of sub jects whose choice of occupation

was made upon infor~ation gained through observation of

persons engaged in the occupation shows a decided drop in

:the borderline eases, but aga.in indicates a better than two

to one ratio of disagreement over ag~eement in relation

choice to indicated interest.

Tnem.ost striking figures in Table XI are those

to th~ stibjeet.s who.ga.ined their occupational
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informa.tion from part-time work experience in the occupation•
.'

Of the fourteen subjects in this group only two indicated a

complete agreement of interests and occupational choice l

while ten chose occupations at Which they had had some limited

experience in the occupation but indicated by the score

of their Preference Record tha,t their interests were in

some other area of work than that of their chosen field.

When young people are faced with the problem of
choosing a vocation, they qUite naturally turn first
to the familiar occupations with whiCh they have had
some contact and about which, they do possess some sort
of information. 2 .

The first a.pparently valid source of information

on occupations is indicated on Table XI as being the schoolB

since the greater number of students who gained occupational

information at school were in accord in their choice

of occupations and their indicated interests.

In the category of those subjects who gained their
/

p. 2.

~ ... At the time of thlssurvey organized gUidance
irif.luenced the se participants.



In the group of 132 students only three stated that

info.rlD8.tion from other sources.,

they had received occupational information or influence

from movies or theatres. One was a borderline case and

The significant aspect of
/

two we~e disagreement cases.

mat'erial if presented, to young people under the direction

of a competent gUidance organization in the school.

Books and periodicals are also shown in Table XI as

apparently valid sources of occupational information since. ,

this category is that not one constructive or agreement

case is shown for ~ovies or theatres. Even those boys

who desired to become airplane pilots had received their

In the last category, that of comple te absence of

Biny occupational information, there is, of course" no

question of reliability or validity since there was no

·soureeo:t'.information given; however" there is strong in

of guidance in the secondarY schooL

the subjects who obtained their occupational information

from this source" and are in complet~ agr~ement as to occu

pational choice and indicated interest" outnumber those

.of disagreement ten to five. Since the school and books

and periodicals seem to be the most reliable sources of

occupatione.l information" it seems imperative that the

school assume a positive role in presenting occupational

information to all stUdents.
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Of the group of 132 sUbjects, twenty five percent

have selected occupations without any apparent access to some

type of occupationa.l information, and as a result only nine

out of thirty three in the -group have elected to follow.

occupations in keeping with their indicated interests as

shown on the Kuder Preference Record. scores.

The' over-all figures in Table XI show that out of

a group of 132 unguided students only thirty eight, or

approximately twenty nine percent, could be expected to find

themselves following the occupational career of their own

choosing which would be in harmony with their interests.

Approximately thirty percent would flounder between a chosen

career and interests which, though partly, were not entirely

in harmony. And forty percent would attempt to pursue

vocations entirely outside the scope of their indicated

interes~s.4
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.III. COMPARISON ,OF OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND PREDETERMINED
APTITUDES.

Selection of §.J?titude tests. In the third and. final

step of the survey standardized aptitude tests were given

each of the participating E!'tudents, and the scores of these

a.ptitude tests were compared with the original occupational

choice made by each participating st~dent. The comparison

of chosen occupations and +ndicated interests as shown in

the previous chB,pter reyeals a decidedly _low correlation.

In view of these results and feeling that this study

would be incomplete and inclusive without a similar comparison

of occupational choice and predetermined aptitude, the vvriter

examined several .well known aptitude tests.

After careful consideration the Differentia} Aptitude

Tests pUblished by The Psychological Corporation of New York

City were selected. These tests seemed to provide an inte

grated, soientific, and well-standardized procedure for

measuring the abi11ties of both boys ana. girls for purposes

of educational and:, vocational guidance ..

By the use of combinations of the seven areas in the

complete tests it was possible to sectU'e pertinent information

covering a greatern'UJ.l1ber of different occupations than most

other measureS' ~f abil,ity afforded" The tests provide for
. . .. ,

1l1easuringaptitudeinseven areas, which in some cases were

used'ed..ngJ.y:and in other cases used. in combination. For

$xamplei a bbY choosing,tobe $., machinist was given only

the<l1lechanieal reasoning test, while the several who chose
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many combinations covering many occupations:

mechanical engineering were given tests in mechanical reas-

Mechanical Reasoning

Clerical Speed and Accuracy

Language Bsage~ incluging

Spelling and Sentences

Verbal Reasoning

Numerical Ability

, Abstract Reasol1ing

SPa-ce Relations

al"ld thefr aptitudes in ,those occupations, those students

Administration of the aEtitude tests. In the admin

istration of the aptitude tests several of the original

participants were dropped from the survey.. The writer

cCl'llldfind no aptitude tests which would serve satisfa_ctorily .

measure aptitude in ,the area of general farming, and since

was highly desirable to obtain, as nearly as possible,

vaIiclcOntrEl.f3t between the subject· s chosen occupations
I
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who had specifically cbosen farming were not included in·

Part Three of the survey. Two of the original group had

moved to other citi es, three had dropped· out of school, and

one student failed to participate in the final tests because

of prolonged absence from school. Of the original group

105 students participated in the last part of the survey.

The figures on those stude~ts who were intentionally

dropped or lost to the final part of the survey for other

reasons were not removed from the tables derived from the

interest inventory since it seemed wasteful to exclude cases

which were valid so fa,r as they had participated. In the

ease of those who were purposely discarded it was felt that

their removal from Part Three of the survey would add to

rather than detra.ct from its a.ccuracy; consequently they

were retained up to the point of the administration

of the aptitUde tests.

Results of the aptitude tests. The scores of the

Differential AptitUde Tests were compared to the original

occupational choices of the SUbjects and each individual

case placed ino.ne of three categories. The first category

was that inwbich there was a definite correlation between

the stUdent's original occupational choice end his predeter

mined aptitUde in that occupation. In the secondce.t.egory

correlation between occupatione.l choice and aptitude was

questione.ble.. .Most of these cases oocurred where several
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areas of aptitude were necessary to success in the occupat~on

and where the student showed a sufficiently high percentile

in only part of them. An example of this category is shown
I

in the case of Michael S., a tenth grade student who chose

mechanical engineering as his desired occupation. The three

principal areas of aptitude for this type of work are

indicated asbeirig numerical ability, space relations, and

mechanical reasoning. This boy made a score of percentile

70 in numerical ability, percentile 83 in space relations ..

but only percentile 17 in mechanical reasoning. It is not

possible, therefore, to conclude definitely that he has Or

has not chosen the right occupation in the light of his

abilities.

There is a definite implication in these cases for

a gUidance program that is extensive enough to be sure as to

whether or not these young people have chosen the best

occupation for themselves and if not to help them to more

ocoupational information and other interests whereby they

may select an oocupation more in keeping with their abilities

and more likely to bring them sucoess.

The writer does not wish to convey the impression

that all of the doubtful cases were the cases of students

who needed aptitude in several s.reas. Many of tho se st,udents

who showed good correlation between choioe and aptitude

,were required, to show ability in several areas.
, , ,





TABLE XII .

COMPARISON OF OOCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND
PREDETERMINED APTITUDES OF 105 NINTH

AND TENTH GRADE STUDENT$

Number Percent

Cases of c ompleteagreement

Cases of questionable agreement

Cases of complete disagreement

Total

47

27

31

105

44.76

25.72

29.52

100.00
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On the basis of the figures shown in Table XII only

44.76 percent, or less than one-half, of the participating

students have, without the aid of some formal gUidance,

selected occupations in which their test scores indicate

a sUfficiently high aptitUde for success in the occupation

chosen.
p

One-fourth, or 2.5 .. 72 percent, mayor may not have

the necessary abilities. These young people need the benefit

of more and extensive counseling after further investigp~tion

and individual study has been made of each case.

There may be extenuating circumstances which have

affected, in part, the abilities necessary for success in

their ch0sen occupation. In view 0f this and other possible

unknown factors, it would be deemed unwise for them to

attempt the pursuit of these occupations, and at the same

time. it might be altogether unfair to offer them discourage

ment in attempting these chosen vocations until more facts

concerning their cases have been established.

The remaining 29.52 percent have chosen occupatione

for which they clearly have no aptitUde; The pursuit of

suchoccupatiorts could only resUl t in little or no measure .

of success, dissatisfaction, and wasted time and effort.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND BECO~nAENDATIONS

"

Summary. Much has already been wri tten in regard

to the need for guidance in the pUblic schools. Most educat

ors have recognized this growing ne ed for many years, but

have in too many instances found tpemselves bandicapped by

disinterested parents and unsympathetic pUblic authorities

who either Willfully or ignorantly failed to recognize the

value of scientific counseling for the Y'o:uth of today.

This study was rna,de in an effort to isolate and

emphasize some of the changes in modern American life which

have placed new and additional 'obligations upon the school.

The approach to universal secondary education has

resulted in roultiplication of the subjects and CO'Ur ses offered

,in the secondary schools. Since the tremendously increased

enro2lment has changed the stud~nt bodies of our high

schools from a select few students, most of whom were pre

paring fo r college, to youth of all rang es of abilities and

needs, this increase in the number and types of subjects

and course s is ne cessary. However, unle ss the individual

Fltudents are directed into the educa:tt onal and vocational

channels be.st suited to their needs, interests, and abilities

this extended range of subject matter will not have served

i tspurpose.
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It was the further purpose of this study to determine
J '

by scientific methods of te sti ng, the probab1e extent of

the los s of potential success and satisf action in the future

vocational pursuits of students who do not have the benefit

of an adequa te guidance program.

In the last phase of the study, the figures derived

from the Initial Occupational Inquiry and the Kuder Prefer

ence Record strongly indicate the lack of reliability of

most of the sources of occupational information which influence

young people in the selection of vocations and educational

courses.

On the Initial Occupational Inquiry each student

was asked vilhat occupation he intended to follow after lea.ving

school and where he received the information that influenced

his decision. All the sources of information were compiled

and it was found that there were eight different sources

named. This occupational questionna,ire also revealed the

fact that out o~ a total of 132 students thirty three had

e4Pressed a definite desire to follow occupations about

which they bad no occupational informa.tion whatever.

The questionnaire also reveals the misapprehension

of many students regarding the educational preparation necess

ar':r fOI'(.certain occupations. Fifty nine students selected

oc¢upa.tiops which definitely required college training, yet

eleven of this group bad not planned on doing any college

or unive~sity work after leaving high school.
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The questionnaire was followed by the administration

of the Kuder Preference Record to determine the students'

interests. Comparison of the questionnaire answers and the

interest scores show that out of the group of 132 unguided

high school students only thirty eight bad selected occupa

tions tbB.t were fully in harmo.ny with their interests.

The last part of the survey was given over to estab

lishing the correlation between the stUdents' occupational

choices and their predetermined aptitudes in the vocations

chosen. On the basis of the figures shown in Table XII

only 44.76 percent of the group tested have the necessary

aptitude for success in the particular vocations chosen, when

the choice was ID8.de without the benefit of counseling and

gUidance.

Conclusions. The figures in Table XI definitely

show that most of the prevailing sources of occupational
c'

informe.tioh are not valid or desirable and that the dissem

ination of occupational information as well as thedetermin

ation of each individual student's interests and aptitUdes

. must become a function of the school if there is to be any

sort of efficiency achieved in the use of human resources.

Parents, relatives, and friends are both

unjustified and'unsafeas influential factors in furnJshing

yo~ng peo,ple With occupational information because in too

mal'lY'ca~es theY are prompted solely by ambition for the
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young people without proper regard for the interests and

abilities which would qualify these yomlg people for success

in the areas of endeavor chosen.

Observation of people engaged in an occupation and

talking to people who are following a certain occupation

would seem to be a good source of occupations,l information,

yet it again fails to qualify as reliable, or at least as

complete, since these sources can only influence choice

but cannot determine either interests or abilities. This

is true also of experience in an occupation where the person

:receives insufficient experience to determine his apti tude

for the job and his interest in it to the extent of

making it his life's work.

Movies and theaters are not accepts.ble as sources

of occups,tional information because they are too often in

tentionally glsmourized and colored for entertainment pw-

poses.

In view of the facts brought out in this study,
,

the author, arrived at the conclusion that the school must

become the influencing factor in helping youth to select

occupations. The school is the only institution which can

present occupational information and also determine the

extent of the young peoples f interests and aptitUdes which

are vital to success in. any chosen occupation.

It was not the intention of the author to disqualify

all. sourc:es of occupational information except tfle school,
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but if other sources are an influencing factor in the selec

tion of oc cupati ons the school must sti 11 attempt to relate

these chosen oc cupa ti ons to the intere st s of the youth and

correlate them with pis or her abilities.

In the lcl-st analysis, a good gUidance program in

the school can furnish not only ,?C cupat iona.l information,

but it can furnish it in far more areas than any other single

source, thus helping the student to choose an occupation in

the light of his interests, needs and abilities, and d~rect

him to information in keeping with those interests and

abilities.

Recommendations. The recommendations made by the

writer' are:

I., The educational systems of America should equal

ize their expanded curr'icula with competent pr'ograms of

gU~dance in order that these e~andedcurriculamay fUlly

serve their purpose.

II. The school should supplement the home and other

unjustifiable agencies as the source of occupational inform

ation for its students.

III. The school should make use of the best avail-

able sta~dar'dized tests and other scientific means in an

effort to. correlate each student t s oc ct\pational desires,

int~r~st~, and aptitUdes in order to insure, so far as is

possible, his satisfaction. and success in life both to him-
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self and to the society in which he must live.

IV. The school should provide adequate occupations,l

information in a number of areas in order that each student

might be able to gain an understanding of several different

vocational choices and in doing so select one in keeping

with his interests and predetermined aptitudes, and wit hin

the limits of his educational possibilitie s.

The writer recognizes the limits of a stUdy of this

kind made within a single school. However, the results are

believed to be at least indicative of those which similar

stUdies would produce anywhere in America today.

The fullest realization of potential occupational

efficiency cannot be achieved if one half of our young people

attempt to enter occupational areas in which they have neither

the interest nor ability necessary for success. Since this

is th~possibility indicated by lack of proper guidance,

it seems imperative that the school assume the task of help

ing its students to enter the vocational paths most likely to

lead to success and satisfaction.
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